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REVIEW ARTICLE

Candiru: Amazonian parasitic catfish
J.L. BREAULT
PHS Indian Hospital, Pine Ridge, SD 57770-1201, USA

Candiru is a tiny Amazonian parasitic catfish reported to swim into urethral and other body
openings of unprotected bathers. It is also known as canero, camero, and urethra fish, and is a
member of the genus Vandellia. When it swims into the urethra, it can be difficult to pull out by its
tail because the umbrella-like spines near its head may extend and prevent its removal. Forced
extraction may cause lacerations of the urethral mucus membranes, which has caused death by
exsanguination. Remedies have ranged from penile amputation and suprapubic cystostomy to
application of a native herb that softens the spines of the candirit, so it can be removed relatively
atraumatically. A tight bathing suit can prevent entry of the fish into the human urethra. Megadose
vitamin C therapy may aid in removal of the fish.
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Introduction
Throughout the Amazon valley for more than a hundred years, the tale has been told of a fish
that has the uncanny habit of penetrating the urethra of men and women bathers, particularly if
they should pass urine while in the water [1).

This fascinating sentence is the opening of Gudger'S series of comprehensive articles
published in the American Journal of Surgery in 1930. What is this creature, pictured in
Fig. I? Where does it live? How and why does it attack? What adjustments have native
tribes made to survive? How do we treat an affliction by it? What advice should we give
to travelers who want to avoid the fish?
Classification

Candirus belong to kingdom animalia, subkingdom metazoa, phylum cordata, subphylum vertebrata, superclass agnatha (jawless fishes), class osteichthyes, subclass
actinopterygii (ray-finned or spiny-rayed fishes), superorder teleostei (bony fishes), order
siluriformes (catfishes), and family trichomycteridae (pygidiidae, parasitic catfish)[2-4].
South American freshwater catfish encompass 13 families and over 2500 species. In the
family trichomycteridae, there are about 30 genera and 136 species, divided into six
subfamilies. The subfamily vandelliinae are blood parasites known as candirus [5]. In the
genus Vandellia, the species include V. cirrhosa, V. plazai, V. beccarii, V. hasemani, V.
weineri, and V. sanguinea[6]. The genus name comes from Professor Vandelli of Lisbon
who first presented a specimen (V. cirrhosa) from Brazil for study [7].
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Fig. 1. Candiru. From Auerbach PS, Halstead BW, Taylor SL. Hazardous Aquatic Life. In: Auerbach PS, Geehr EC, eds. Management of Wilderness and Environmental Emergencies. 2nd ed.
Baltimore: The C.V. Mosby Company, 1989:977.

Members of the genus Vandellia are known as urethra fish in English [2]. Brazilians
use the name candiru; Spanish speakers use canero. It is sometimes spelled caneros;
canero is a derivative of camero, meaning flesh-eater.
The three species said to be most commonly implicated in urethral parasitism are V.
sanguinea, V. wieneri, and Urinophilus erythrurus [3].
Anatomy
The parasitic fish is described as translucent, eel-like, and about an inch long. It has short
spines on its gill covers; when the gill covers pop out in an umbrella-like fashion, the
short spines prevent it from being pulled by the tail out of a narrow opening. According
to Herman, referring to it going into a urethra, 'because the fish spreads its gill covers in
trying to get oxygen, the sharp spinous processes on the ends of the opercula engage the
urethral wall making extraction from the urethra almost impossible or at least most
traumatic' [8].
Schmidt noted that living specimens are transparent, becoming white only when put in
formalin and alcohol [6]. Figure 2 is a drawing of Vandellia sp. head and body. Vinton
and Stickler went fishing for specimens in the Amazon using a cow's lung repeatedly
soaked in blood for bait. The two candirus they caught clung to the bait with their spines
and were removed with difficulty. In the same way, their captors hung the fish on their
fingers (see Fig. 3).
Steinen found some in 1884 and noted that 'one of them was 2 cm (0.8 in) long, a
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Fig. 2. Vandellia sp. A Lateral view, scale 2 mm. B. Ventral view of head, scale 2 mm. From
Baskin IN, Zaret TM, Mago-Leccia F. Feeding of reportedly parasitic catfishes (trichomycteridae
and cetopsidae) in the Rio Portuguesa Basin, Venezuela. Biotropica. 1980; 12(3):183.

transparent little fish with a yellow iris' [1]. Grizimek's Animal Life Encyclopedia
concluded that 'since the candirus have very small eyes and live in water which transmits
light down to a depth of 1 m, they apparently do not find the urethras by vision but by
scent' [2]. This appears to be the basis for the oft-stated but disputed belief that the fish
are urinophilic.

Parasitism
The Encyclopedia Britannica describes how
The candiru feeds on blood and is commonly found in the gill cavities of other fishes. It
sometimes also parasitizes man and has been known to enter the urethras of bathers and
swimming animals. Once in the passage, it erects the short spines on its gill covers and may
thereby cause inflammation, hemorrhage, and even death to the victim [4).
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Fig. 3. Camero (or candiru). From Vinton KW, Stickler WHo The camero, a fish parasite of man
and possibly of other mammals. Am J Surgery. 1941; 54(2):517.

Grzimek's Animal Life Encyclopedia notes that they have spines aimed toward the
rear of the body in order to help them hold onto the gills of any larger fish into which
they swim.
They always swim against the current so that they get into the water which is squeezed
through the gills in the larger fish which they parasitize.... The candirus penetrate the urethras
of bathers who urinate in the water. Since the fishes have gill cover spines pointed to the rear, it is
already too late once their presence is noted since they cannot simply be pulled out. This has
reportedly caused death. If the afflicted individual does not want to have blood poisoning he
must undergo an amputation [2].

The myth of the danger they pose sometimes exceeds common sense. Casteinau wrote
in 1855 that the fishermen along the Araguay River claimed it was very dangerous to
urinate into the river because this little animal launches itself out of the water and
penetrates the urethra by ascending the length of urine stream [1].
The horror stories of these tiny parasitic catfishes entering into urethras, vaginas, and
other openings are dreadful as well as engrossing. Dr Castro, a physician in the Amazon
around 1877, related:
I have myself extracted from the urethra of a negress a little candiru which had penetrated
during micturition while bathing in the river. The patient experienced cruel suffering for since I
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had to drag the animal out the extraction was difficult, and the mucus membrane was lacerated
[1].

Paul Le Cointe was director of the Musee Commercial de Para, and a laureate and
prize winner of the Societe de Geographie. He had thirty five years' experience in the
study of the fauna of the Amazon valley. Le Cointe shared his firsthand experience with
the candiru in his 1922 book, and a later letter to Gudger:
... it penetrates sometimes into the anal and urinal apertures of men and women bathers and
there erects the terrible spines which oppose aU efforts to extract it, thus causing terrible
disorders if it is not gotten out with the greatest care. I have personally known already three cases
of this curious accident [1].
Its introduction into the vagina is the most frequent phenomenon, appearing moreover to be
always provoked by the imprudence of the victim in urinating in the water where she is
bathing.... [one of the three cases] happened on the upper Beni (in Bolivia). An Indian woman,
belonging to a party engaged in the exploitation of rubber which I was directing at the time
(1891), took her bath in the river and feeling herself wounded tried to extract with her hand the
candiru which had already penetrated almost entirely into the vaginal cavity and which spreading
out its fins armed with pointed spines resisted all efforts, wounding her profoundly. Then they
brought to me this woman who was bleeding profusely. Quickly recognizing what the trouble was
it was necessary for me to push the candiru forward in order to disengage the spines driven into
the flesh, then to turn it in order to bring the head to the front [7].

Dr America Campos in 1929 wrote of candirits entering the vagina, ear, nose and
anus. Dr Alfredo da Matta of Manaos wrote how blood attracted the candirits. 'For this
reason they attack women who are menstruating, during the catamenial period, when
they are washing their clothes.' He then related an incident of:
... a girl who, while menstruating, went naked to bathe herself in the Cambixe, Rio solimoes.
The girls were in the habit of staying quietly in rather shallow water, only their heads out of the
water, and thus bathing themselves. This is what she was doing. The candiru introduced itself
partway into the vagina, causing a hemorrhage when it was pulled out, and a subsequent severe
inflammation. This operation requires some caution and skill because if, in order to withdraw it,
the candiru is caught by its tailor by its body it expands its dorsal and ventral spines into the
tissues, which fix it there more firmly than ever. The girl had to stay in bed some days [7].

Mr Burns, a missionary in Yurimaguas for seven years, knew of ten people who had
been attacked by the camero, five he met at the time of the accidents, and five after the
fish had been dislodged and he had treated them for hemorrhage. Of the ten, seven were
women, three were men.
Why do these fish 'attack' humans? Is it because they are attracted to the smell of
urine? Whether the fish is truly urinophilic is not yet proved. The World Encyclopedia of
Animals provides a different explanation of what occurs:
Habitually [the candiru) lives in the gill cavities, and with its sharp teeth and the spines on its
gill covers ... induces a flow of blood on which it feeds.... This little fish enters the urogenital
apertures of men and women, particularly if they happen to urinate in the water. It seems likely
that this is accidental, the fish mistaking the flow of urine for the exhalant stream of water from a
fish's gills [9).
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It might not be urinophilic at all. The candiru may swim into active urethras simply
because its normal instinct is to swim upstream into the water streaming out of a larger
fish's gill cavity. It then locks onto the urethral membrane the same as it would to a fish's
gill cavity.
Geography

The candiru is an Amazonian parasitic catfish. In 1829, one author noted that both the
Spanish in the province of Mayas (Peru) and the Brazilians knew the candiru [1]. In
1855, it was identified from the rivers Araguay and Amazon [1]. In 1877, C. Jobert was
collecting fishes along the Amazon from Para to Tabatinga and was told of candiru.
Steinen descended the river Xingu in 1884 from its headwaters in Matto Grosso (about
14° south latitide) and was told about candirus there. He also found them in the
headwaters and much further down the Batovi River (about 12°8' south latitude) [1]. In
1897 Dr J. Bach, a physician in active practice in La Plata on the Jurua, a tributary
flowing from the southwest into the Amazon, sent some specimens of V. cirrhosa, along
with information about them, to a meeting of the Zoological Society of London. In
1910-11, Dr Charles C. Ammerman, a United States Naval surgeon on the Madeira
river, reported having patients stricken with candiru [7]. In 1929 Dr Americo Campo
wrote about the many candiru accounts he had heard while a physician in Abydos on the
lower Amazon. Dr Alfredo da Matta of Manaos relates a candiru incident in the
Cambixie, Rio Solimoes. In 1938, a collecting party on the headwaters of the Amazon
River in the montana region of Eastern Peru found candiru at Yurimaguas on the
Huallaga River some 400 miles above Iquitos [10].

Native cllstoms

Because of the danger from the candiru, natives in areas where they abound have
customs to prevent its attack. One author in 1829 recounted that:
By a singular instinct it is incited to enter the excretory openings of the human body when it can
get at these parts in those who are bathing in the river. With great violence it forces its way in and
desiring to eat the flesh it unfortunately brings danger to human life. These little fishes are
strangely attracted by the odor of urine and consequently the dwellers of these parts when about
to go into the river Amazon, in whose bays this pest abounds, constrict the prepuce with a string
and refrain from urinating [1).

The curator of Fishes in the British Museum summarized the native customs from Dr
Bach, a Physician on the Jurua River:
The Candyu, as the fish is called, is much dreaded by the natives of the Jurua district, who, in
order to protect themselves, rarely enter the river without covering their genitalia by means of a
sheath formed of a small cocoanut-shell, with a minute perforation to let out urine, maintained in
a sort of bag of palm-fibers suspended from a belt of the same material. The fish is attracted by
the urine, and when once it has made its way into the urethra, cannot be pulled out again owing
to the spines that arm its operdes. The only means of preventing it from reaching the bladder,
where it causes inflammation and untimely death, is to instantly amputate the penis; and at Tres
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Unidos, Dr. Bach had actually examined a man and three boys with amputated penes as a result
of this dreadful accident [1].

Gudger's classic book, The Candiru [11], and his articles in the American Journal of
Surgery, review all the published accounts up through 1929. Gudger describes various
penis protectors worn by the men when swimming. One, called inobti, 'is made of strips
of dried palm leaves. The prepuce is drawn through the open point of the sheath which
constricts it just as the ligature does,' (Fig. 4). A modified device made of bark, called
uluri, is worn by women (Fig. 5).
Treatment

Surgery
Local natives have been known to amputate the penis as a means of ending the candiru
attack. Dr Charles C. Ammerman, the United States Naval surgeon on the Madeira
River in 1910-11, operated on several patients to remove candiru. Professor Starks, an
ichthyologist from Stanford University, met Ammerman in 1926 in the Philippines,
where they discussed the candiru. Starks later wrote:
... he had operated for it two or three times ... In one instance he tried to pull a fish out of a
patient's penis but the tail pulled off and he had to operate, making a suprapubic opening into
the bladder to remove the fish which had penetrated into that organ [7].

Herbs
In a paper from 1838, (29), Poeppig asserts there is a plant remedy for the candiru: 'The
fresh juice of the Xagua is rightfully claimed to be the surest means of killing and getting

Fig. 4. A penis protector worn by men of Baroro tribe on the headwaters of Xingu River. It is
called Inobd by Indians and Gravatd by Brazilians. This figure is 3/5 natural size. From Gudger
EW. On the alleged penetration of the human urethra by an Amazonian catfish called candiru with
a review of the allied habits of other members of the family pygidiidae, Part II. Am J Surgery. 1930;
8(2):449.
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Fig, 5, Uluri or pudendal covering worn by Bakairi women on the headwaters of Xingu River.
From Gudger EW. On the alleged penetration of the human urethra by an Amazonian catfish called
candiru with a review of the allied habits of other members of the family pygidiidae, Part II. Am J
Surgery. 1930; 8(2):449.

rid of these two-inch long little fishes which slip into the outer openings of the bodies of
careless (unprotected) bathers and bring about the most dreadful accidents' [1,12].
Dr. Bach, in the late 1800s, relates that 'the unripe jagua fruit is the standard
treatment of dislodging the camero once it has attacked. The centers of the smaller green
fruits are scraped out, mashed and squeezed, and mixed with water, the strength of the
preparation varying considerably.... In a comparatively short time, varying from a few
minutes to about two hours, according to the natives, the fish is dislodged' [10].
Vinton and Stickler, in a 1941 article in the American Journal of Surgery, related the
following case of a 13-year-old child:
The fish had entered his penis, and by the time the young Indian had reached the mission a half
hour after the attack his trousers were saturated with blood, and it was running over his bare feet.
He seemed to be in considerable pain. Mr Burns, fearing that he might not succeed as the Indians
do with their huito juice, said that he had no medicine for such cases. He suggested that they
treat the boy according to their own customs and lost no time in sending the Indians for the fruit.
This time they had to cross the river, over one-fourth of a mile wide at this point, to get green
fruit. There was plenty of ripe fruit at hand, but this is not suitable for the treatment. The men
brought the green fruit, prepared it, and gave the boy a good drink, about a pint, of the
unpalatable medicine. This, of course, could be prepared in varying strengths. The next day,
hearing that the boy was very weak from loss of blood, Mr Burns went to his house and was told
that the fish was dislodged about two hours after the potion was administered. The boy was still
suffering with a slight hemorrhage, and micturition was painful. However, he recovered
completely [I].
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In Herman's 1973 article he discusses treatment:
The green fruit of the jugua tree, Genipa americana L., is thought to be the only satisfactory
remedy. Picked when green the juice of the fruit is drunk as a tea to drive out the fish. Buitach
apple is another name for this tree which grows in the Amazon region. Gudger mentioned the
Xagua plant, the juice of which, when taken orally and used externally, killed the fish. He also
referred to a tisane or decoction of buitach apple taken by mouth, while hot, which dissolved the
animal obstructing the urinary passages ... The buitach apple tisane contains large quantities of
apparently usable citric acid, thus calcium is dissolved [8).

Conclusion
If you are giving advice to travellers to the Amazon region where candiru dwell, tell them
to wear tight fitting bathing suits to avoid its attack. If they forget and have the
unfortunate experience of a candiru in their urethra, they should take many (e.g., 2-5)
grams of vitamin C. This may be the way the native herb works, acidifying the urine so
that the calcium spines of the candiru soften to allow its removal. Megadose therapy with

vitamin C mayor may not cure the common cold, but one shouldn't quibble when a
spined fish is caught in your urethra!
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